
A sale is generally one of the most important transactions in the lifespan of a business. Effective pre-sale

positioning can both significantly reduce the length of the sale process and help maximise value.

The following graphic sets out some of the key points owners and managers should consider before

embarking on a sale process – either as part of a process planning exercise or several months or years in

advance. Your corporate finance advisors should be able to provide guidance and assistance in considering

these and other points, often (and most comprehensively) in the form of a strategic review. The earlier a

strategic review is conducted, the earlier you can begin positioning your business and the better your

chance of achieving your objectives.
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“The team at Corbett Keeling provided incisive and timely

advice over a period of several years… It was extremely helpful

to be able to contact them as and when we needed. Their advice

was not only helpful on the [deal] itself but also in respect of

wider business issues.”

MartinBashall

General Counsel, Advanced Power AG

“The advisory team at Corbett Keeling provided crucial input

both prior to and during this transaction. This helped us attract

the right company, at the right time for the right price.”

NickHooke

Co-founder, Challenge Energy
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Buyers will want to see solid historic

growth and a carefully considered set of

projections over a 3-5 year forecast

period (with one or two years forecast on

a monthly basis). Would it make sense to

hire an interim Finance Director to help

prepare for a transaction?

Buyers will often seek to tie

owner managers in for a

handover period. In certain

circumstances the length of this

period can be significantly

reduced by the existence of a

credible upcoming second tier of

management, ready to take the

reins.

Do you want a 100% exit, a phased withdrawal, or to

raise money to accelerate growth? Are you happy to

spend 2 or 3 years in a handover period? It is crucial

to identify the high-level objectives that will guide and

inform your sale strategy.

Corbett Keeling, is an independent corporate finance boutique with a

20+ year track record advising owners through the process of selling

businesses, raising funding for management teams and providing

specialist corporate finance advice.

We draw on the broad and deep sector expertise of our team, detailed

knowledge of financial buyers/investors and access to overseas

purchasers in order to provide the best possible service to our clients,

who are typically looking to buy, sell or grow owner managed private

companies.

We believe our clients value our independence because, unlike many

of our competitors, it helps us provide the best, impartial, un-

conflicted advice, delivered with integrity, at all times.

In our experience owner managers often over or under

estimate the value of their businesses. Additionally,

unscrupulous advisors can sometimes over-estimate a

businesses' worth. A good advisor will help you set your

expectations at the right level.

Exit options include trade sale, financial buyers,

VIMBO, listing, and gifting shares. Which of

these work for you, what is the process, and

when is the best timing for a transaction?

Why should a buyer be interested in

your business. They may not have

heard of you before. Which 6-8

aspects of your business do you want

them to understand and take away?

Most successful businesses are approached by

buyers, either informally or formally, that are

trying to secure your business outside a

competitive process (and hoping therefore to

under-pay). Keep track of these approaches, and

any other competitors you think may be

interested, so they can be factored into your sale

process.

Single, dual and triple track processes may work

for some and not others. Alternatively there are

“business brokers” that act like estate agents

sending out a low-quality profile to hundreds of

recipients. Identifying the best process for you

and your business is essential.

Buyers and investors alike will want

to see contracts with key staff,

suppliers and customers. In

particular, subscription or

subscription-like income, if practical

for your business, is highly favoured.
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